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This paper proposes a mobile sun-tracking (MST) system to track the sun on the moving vehicle. We have developed a novel MST
algorithm using general sun-tracking formulas associated with simple-moving average linear regression (SMALR) to smoothen
sun-tracking activity. Furthermore, two different timing control schemes to activate sun tracking are investigated: time lapse
(TL) mode and azimuth actuation (AA) mode. For experimental validation, a prototype of MST has been constructed on a
small truck moving at constant speed of 30 km/h for field measurements. For the result, AA mode has average pointing error
of 110mrad for the open-loop tracking design (13% better than that of TL mode), which is still far below the half acceptance
angle of compound parabolic concentrator at 659mrad. Since there is no feedback sensor to be implemented in this prototype,
optical encoders and CCD camera can be employed in the future work to further reduce the pointing error of MST system.

1. Introduction

Among the leading sources of clean energy, solar energy is the
most ubiquitous across wide geographical areas. International
Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) forecasted that the pho-
tovoltaic (PV) is expected to continue driving overall renew-
able energy growth where PV installation can grow almost
six-fold over the next ten years, reaching a cumulative capacity
of 2840GW globally by 2030 and rising to 8519GW by 2050
[1]. While grid-connected PV system is leading the global
market, industries are looking ahead to broaden the applica-
tions of PV system to the transportation industry particularly
in the fields of marine vessels, electric vehicle (EV), and mag-
netic levitation (maglev) vehicle and spacecraft [2–7]. Since
the deck space in electric truck or marine vessel usually is
not sufficient to generate electrical energy, a PV-integrated

EV or marine vessel only harvest solar energy as a supplement
source of energy or battery storage is employed as a hybrid
power system. Another reason is that the fixed orientation of
PVmodules on deck space or roof board is subject to substan-
tial cosine loss attributed to the change of sun position relative
to the PV orientation. According to Lim et al., a dual-axis-
tracking PV system can produce up to 30% more electrical
energy per annum as compared to a fixed-tilt PV system [8].
To increase the energy yield, a sun-tracking mechanism is
combined with concentrator photovoltaic system (CPV) to
form a high-performance power generation system as the lat-
est multijunction solar cells made by National Renewable
Energy Laboratory has achieved power conversion efficiency
of 47% [9].

Conventional sun-tracking systems are fixed pedestal
configuration in the static reference frame, where the
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pedestal of sun tracker is stationary on a well-defined geo-
graphical location and initial orientation as input setting
for the sun-tracking formula to determine the instantaneous
sun position. In the standard sun-tracking system, the con-
trol system drives the solar collector via motors to face the
calculated sun position for receiving maximum direct solar
irradiance. Generally, the sun-tracking mechanism can be
categorized into three major designs of control systems:
closed-loop system, open-loop system, and hybrid of both
systems [10, 11]. The closed-loop design of sun-tracking sys-
tem usually employs sensors to provide feedback for the sun
position for achieving reasonably good tracking accuracy.
The most commonly used closed-loop sensors include
CCD (charged-coupled device) camera and LDR (light-
dependent resistor) or photodetector, which can keep track
the intensity of the sunlight or capturing solar image cast
on the sensors and then send the signal to the control system
[12, 13]. If the sensor detected any offset from the tracking
position, the control system will trigger the driving mecha-
nism to keep the solar collector back on track. The drawback
of closed-loop control system is that the feedback sensors
cannot operate in the occasion when the sun is shaded by
cloud. In the open-loop scheme, mathematical formula is
applied to compute the instantaneous sun position based
on local clock time, date, and latitude and longitude of the
site [11]. The open-loop feedback sensors are fixed to the
tracking axis of solar collector to ensure the solar collector
is rotated to the computed angles. Since both closed-loop
and open-loop schemes have their strengths and weaknesses,
the hybrid system has been introduced to include both
schemes into one design [14].

The requirement of sun-tracking accuracy is very much
dependent on the optical design and application of the solar
collector [15]. The optical design of solar collector with
higher acceptance angle has higher tolerance towards the
tracking accuracy in which the high-acceptance angle is
always accompanied with low solar concentration ratio.
The higher the tracking accuracy, the higher the investment
in the tracking mechanism is needed because a more com-
plex feedback mechanism is required to guarantee a better
tracking accuracy. Therefore, the solar collector with an
appropriate accuracy of sun-tracking system is very much
dependent on the application and optical design of solar
power system. For a flat plate PV system operating under
one sun, the requirement of sun-tracking accuracy is low
with an objective of reducing the cosine loss. In 2017,
Gutiérrez and Rodrigo proposed two very simple tracking
strategies based on a 2-position (morning/afternoon) and
3-position (morning/noon/afternoon) tracker that can
reduce the complication while providing a reasonably good
annual gain up to 87% in case of the 3-position-tracking
manner or equivalent to 60° (1 rad) of tracking accuracy
[16]. In 2022, Zaghba et al. found that two axes-tracked
PV collects 20.9% more and one axis-tracked PV collects
12.9% more energy as compared to fixed PV system [17].
For the low solar concentration system (a few suns), the
accuracy of sun-tracking system is dependent on the accep-
tance angle of solar concentrator especially compound para-
bolic concentrator having high-acceptance angle. In 2022,

Zhang et al. studied that the azimuth axis-tracking error of
less than 1.5° (26mrad) and the elevation axis-tracking error
of less than 6° (104mrad) can still ensure high-optical effi-
ciency in the case of parabolic trough collector [18]. For a
high solar concentrator ratio (more than 100 suns), a
required tracking accuracy is high with a range between 1
and 5 milliradian (mrad) to maintain its good performance
[19–22]. Based on the aforementioned references, we can
conclude that the satisfactory ranges of sun-tracking accu-
racy depend on the types of solar collector: flat PV is in
the range of not more than 1 rad, low solar concentration
compound parabolic concentrator 110-660mrad, medium
solar concentration parabolic trough is in the range of 26-
104mrad, high-concentration parabolic dish or Fresnel lens
is in the range of 1-5mrad. The derivation of general for-
mula for on-axis sun-tracking systems was presented by
Chong and Wong to solve the three orientation angles of
pedestal as three variables in the sun-tracking algorithm
[23, 24]. The implementation of general sun-tracking for-
mula in the open-loop sun-tracking system has opened a
new opportunity for the mobile sun-tracking (MST) system
by making the three orientation angles as time-dependent
functions. In 2010, Ankit et al. proposed to integrate the
mobile sun-tracking system into photovoltaic module for
the unmanned military robotic platform for charging the
energy storage devices on board [25]. They applied active-
tracking method based on maximum power point tracking
using adaptive resonance theory artificial neural network
algorithm that requires solar irradiance as input signal.
The design is rather complicated and encounter serious
problem during cloudy day similar to most of the closed-
loop sun-tracking system. In 2011, Mousazadeh et al. opti-
mized solar energy collection from an on-board PV array
on a solar assist plug-in hybrid electric tractor using mobile
sun-tracking method [26]. They use four light-dependent
resistive sensors for the closed-loop sun-tracking system on
a mobile structure and the gain was about 30% as compared
to fixed mode PV.

Up-to-date, there is no any comprehensive study yet on
the mobile sun-tracking system, which is designed to track
the sun on the commercial vehicle moving at reasonable
speed [3, 10]. In general, mobile sun-tracking system is an
important technology for future mobile solar power system,
which includes floating platform in the sea, train, vehicle,
marine vessel, satellite, and spacecraft. Different from sta-
tionary sun-tracking system, the mobile sun-tracking system
have more difficulties to be implemented in practice: (1)
more parameters in the sun-tracking formula will be chang-
ing as the mobile platform moves during the operation; (2)
significant noises will be picked up by the sensors (digital
compass/GPS) to locate current orientation of solar collec-
tor; and (3) continuous change in the heading direction
and wobbling of mobile platform causing frequent tracking
activities. For the novelty of our work, we have developed
a novel mobile sun-tracking mechanism that is capable of
continuous tracking of the sun at acceptable precision to
overcome the aforementioned challenges and hence to
improve the efficiency of the mobile solar power system.
To summarize the contribution of this work, we have
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proposed several important features for enhancing the exist-
ing sun-tracking algorithm to accommodate the new
requirements in the mobile solar power system, including
an integration of noise-filtering algorithm, and optimizing
the frequency of activation sun-tracking activities. For the
first contribution, three different noise-filtering algorithms
have been proposed for tackling high noises in the digital
compass and GPS and hence reducing sun-tracking error,
namely, simple linear regression (SLR), simple moving aver-
age (SMA), and simple-moving average linear regression
(SMALR). For the second contribution, two different timing
control schemes are introduced for optimizing the tracking
accuracy, which are time lapse (TL) mode and azimuth actu-
ation (AA) mode. The scopes of this study embrace the
implementation of new MST algorithm, hardware design,
and real-time performance analysis.

In this paper, we present the novel MST system in the fol-
lowing order: Introduction (literature review, research gaps,
novelty, and contribution of this work), Methodology (flow
chart of algorithm and hardware and software design), Results
and Discussion (theoretical and experimental results), and
Conclusion. The generic algorithm of MST system consists
of two major parts. The first part is to monitor the dynamic
change of geographical coordinates and heading directions
of the mobile solar power system. The second part is to deter-
mine the next instantaneous azimuth and elevation angles
every interval where the solar collector should be rotated.
Finally, the proposed MST system has been validated via field
testing of the CPV system on a commercial vehicle.

2. Methodology

As the case study, a prototype of mobile sun-tracking (MST)
system that adopts azimuth-elevation-tracking mechanism
has been designed and constructed to test its performance
on the moving vehicle. Figure 1 illustrates the schematic dia-
gram on the architectural overview of the prototype MST
system where the MST prototype consists of both hardware
and software components: (1) for the hardware component,
it contains an assembly of dielectric-filled crossed compound
parabolic concentrator (CCPC) and concentrator photovol-

taic (CPV) module, cooling block, global positioning system
(GPS), digital compass, and two stepper motors coupled to
rotational axes via gearboxes; (2) for the software compo-
nent, it has a control algorithm, which has been designed
and operated via Raspberry Pi with embedded system capa-
ble of performing data acquisition and data processing and
computing elevation and azimuth angles using the general
sun-tracking formula. Furthermore, Figure 1 also shows
the flow of activities within a single software loop to track
the sun and how Raspberry Pi can be connected to all the
hardware components.

The optical and electrical performances of the assembly of
CCPC-CPVmodule have been analyzed in details by Lee et al.
in which the actual solar concentration ratio is 4.5 suns with
the half acceptance angle of CCPC of 37.77° or 659mrad
[27]. We design the assembly of CCPC-CPV module to have
a reasonable high-acceptance angle or high tolerance towards
the tracking error because it is not practical for MST system to
achieve high-tracking accuracy as the control system needs
time to respond towards the sudden directional change of
moving vehicle (also known as mobile platform).

2.1. General Sun-Tracking Formula. According to the general
formula of on-axis sun-tracking system as proposed by Chong
and Wong, the accuracy of sun-tracking system is highly reli-
ant on the input parameters to the computational algorithm:
latitude angle (Φ), hour angle (ω), declination angle (δ), and
the three orientation angles of sun-tracker, i.e., φ, λ, and ζ
[23, 24]. Among these values, local latitude and longitude of
the sun-tracking system can be determined accurately with
the latest GPS technology. Next, ω and δ are dependent on
both local time and date in which these parameters can be
obtained accurately from the precise clock and calendar syn-
chronized with the internet timeserver. For a stationary sun-
tracking system, the three orientation angles are determined
by the conditions of on-site installation of the solar collector
embracing the misalignment of tracking axes and the defect
in mechanical fabrication. For the MST system, the change
of three orientation angles owing to the direction change in
mobile platform can be detected by using digital compass or
gyro sensor.
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Figure 1: The architectural overview of prototype mobile sun-tracking (MST) system consisting of hardware and software components.
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The collector-center frame of coordinate ½S′� can be
interrelated with the earth-center frame based coordinate
½S� through the process of four successive coordinate trans-
formations. It will be first transformed from earth-center
frame to earth-surface frame through transformation matrix

½Φ�, then from earth-surface frame to collector-center frame
through three subsequent coordinate transformation
matrices that are ½ϕ�, ½λ�, and ½ζ�. In mathematical expression,
½S′� can be obtained through multiplication of four successive
rotational transformation matrices with ½S� as described in

In the case of cos β ≥ 0,

In the case of cos β < 0,

From Equation (1b), we can expand the formula into
Equations (2a)–(2e) and the detailed derivation was
explained in our previous paper [23, 24]. Hence, the mathe-

matical formulas of general sun-tracking are briefly pre-
sented in this paper for completeness, where ϕ angle is the
yaw angle or the horizontal-heading direction (horizontal

S′
h i

= ζ½ � λ½ � φ½ � Φ½ � S½ �, ð1aÞ

sin α

cos α sin β

cos α cos β

26664
37775 =

cos ζ 0 sin ζ

0 1 0

−sin ζ 0 cos ζ

26664
37775 ×

cos λ −sin λ 0

sin λ cos λ 0

0 0 1

26664
37775 ×

1 0 0

0 cos φ −sin φ

0 sin φ cos φ

26664
37775

×

cos Φ 0 sin Φ

0 1 0

−sin Φ 0 cos Φ

26664
37775 ×

cos δ cos ω

−cos δ sin ω

sin δ

26664
37775,

ð1bÞ

α = arcsin cos δ cos ω cos ζ cos λ cos Φ − cos ζ sin λ sin φ sin Φ − sin ζ cos φ sin Φð Þ½
− cos δ sin ω sin ζ sin φ − cos ζ sin λ cos φð Þ + sin δ cos ζ cos λ sin Φ + cos ζ sin λ sin φ cos Φ + sin ζ cos φ cos Φð Þ�,

ð2aÞ

sin β =
cos δ cos ω sin λ cos Φ + cos λ sin φ sin Φð Þ − cos δ sin ω cos λ cos φ + sin δ sin λ sin Φ − cos λ sin φ cos Φð Þ½ �

cos α
,

ð2bÞ
cos β =

cos δ cos ω −sin ζ cos λ cos Φ + sin ζ sin λ sin φ sin Φ − cos ζ cos φ sin Φð Þ − cos δ sin ω sin ζ sin λ cos φ + cos ζ sin φð Þ + sin δ −sin ζ cos λ sin Φ − sin ζ sin λ sin φ cos Φ + cos ζ cos φ cos Φð Þ½ �
cos α

:

ð2cÞ

β = arcsin
cos δ cos ω sin λ cos Φ + cos λ sin φ sin Φð Þ − cos δ sin ω cos λ cos φ + sin δ sin λ sin Φ − cos λ sin φ cos Φð Þ

cos α

� �
:

ð2dÞ

β = π − arcsin
cos δ cos ω sin λ cos Φ + cos λ sin φ sin Φð Þ − cos δ sin ω cos λ cos φ + sin δ sin λ sin Φ − cos λ sin φ cos Φð Þ

cos α

� �
:

ð2eÞ
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direction change on the zenith axis Z); λ is the roll angle or
side-tilted-driving direction (the rotational angle change on
the reference axis R); ζ is the pitch angle or uphill- and
downhill-driving direction (the tilting angle change on the
horizontal axis H); α is elevation-tracking angle; β is
azimuth-tracking angle; ω is hour angle; δ is declination angle;
and Φ is local latitude at which the solar collector is located.

Since the solar tracker on the moving vehicle travels
from one location to another location in the case of MST
system, the local latitude and longitude are no longer con-
stants but instead, it is in the functions of time, and so are
the three orientation angles of the sun tracker. The variation
of these parameters can be monitored via GPS and digital
compass by capturing the change of coordinates and moving
directions of the vehicle, respectively. In practice, the read-
ings of the digital compass and accelerometers are very sen-
sitive to noise, and thus a real-time noise filtering that runs
on an embedded microprocessor is necessary to improve
the accuracy of these sensors. The sources of noises embrace
electromagnetic interference, short duration change (e.g., the
vehicle passing the speed bump), and mechanical vibration.
Figure 2 illustrates the mathematical modelling to represent
the changes of the three orientation angles in three orthogo-
nal axes of vehicle, which is also known as yaw-pitch-roll (ϕ,
ζ, and λ) [23].

2.2. Filtering Algorithms. In this case study, the prototype
MST system employs GPS sensor and digital compass to

detect the changes in instantaneous position and orienta-
tion angle, respectively. Even though the speed of vehicle
can influence the accuracy of GPS sensor, it is negligible.
The reason is that every kilometer change for latitude
and longitude coordination can only cause ±0.2% and
±0.1%, respectively, in the GPS readings and hence, the
noise filtering is not required for GPS sensor. Despite
GPS sensor capable of capturing the current position of
MST system, it cannot provide the orientation angles of
the mobile platform that are needed in the calculation of
the sun trajectory angles, i.e., elevation and azimuth angles.
In other words, digital compass plays a crucial role for
sensing instant change of orientation angles of the MST
system from time to time in order to calculate the latest
sun trajectory angles.

In practice, the reading from the digital compass can
be disturbed heavily by noise and a real-time filtering
run on an embedded microprocessor is necessary. The
output signals from these sensors should be smoothened
using real-time filtering algorithms prior to being fed into
the computational algorithm for sun trajectory angles. The
computational algorithm is designed to calculate the sun
trajectory angles before the solar collectors are triggered
to track the sun. An appropriate filtering algorithm can
avoid unnecessary actuations of the motors during the
operation of sun tracking because short-duration spikes
can easily be greater than the triggering thresholds set by
the control algorithms.
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Figure 2: Three orientation angles of the mobile sun-tracking system on the moving vehicle, which subject to the change with time as the
vehicle changes direction or passes speed bump.
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Ideally, the inputs to the filtering algorithm are the three
orientation angles: ϕðtÞ, λðtÞ, and ζðtÞ generated from the
digital compass. For the sake of convenience, we use θðtÞ
to represent any of these three orientation angles in the fol-
lowing text. Nevertheless, θðtÞ becomes a discontinuous
function in practice when the mobile platform is heading
to the direction with angle of 0° or 360°. However, as the
actual reading from the digital compass, which is affected
by noise fluctuates between (360°-ε) and (0°+ε) instead of a
constant value 0°, where ε is the random error of digital
compass. In this case, a simple-moving average-filtering
algorithm cannot function properly as the digital compass
returns a value around 180° instead of 0°. As Equation (2)
taking in either sine or cosine functions of θðtÞ that are con-
tinuous functions in nature as the inputs to the computa-
tional algorithm, we found that it is more appropriate to
apply the filtering algorithms to the outcomes of sinusoidal
functions instead of the raw value of θðtÞ.

For instance, the angle of ϕðtÞ with 0 ° ≤ϕðtÞ < 360 °
denotes the angle of heading direction for a mobile plat-
form with respect to the north at time t. The time function
ϕðtÞ as well as the time functions λðtÞ and ζðtÞ can be mea-
sured by the digital compass in real time. In practical
implementation, the output signals from digital compass
show a lot of unexpected spikes or noises albeit the whole
system comes to a standstill. There is a myriad of filtering
algorithm applicable for removing the noises from the dig-
ital compass. As both power consumption and fast response
time of the MST are concerned, both complicated filtering
algorithms and frequent actuations are not favourable
despite of improved accuracy and hence effective solar
energy harvesting. Thus, only simple algorithms are suitable
for the application of MST as complex algorithms can usu-
ally lead to a slower response time and higher computa-
tional power.

Two different algorithms are considered in this study,
which are simple moving average (SMA) and simple linear
regression (SLR). SMA is a function to compute the average
of the last m values of variable θ with respect to the data
index x. SLR is the least square estimator of a linear regres-
sion model to model the relationship between a scalar-
dependent variable θ and one explanatory variable (which
is x in our case) by fitting a straight line through the set of
last m values of variable θ with respect to the data index x.
In both SMA and SLR,m represents the moving window size
that is tunable. The formulas of input parameters for both
SMA and SLR are expressed in the following:

SMA:

bθx,SMA = θx =
1
m

〠
m−1

i=0
θx−i: ð3Þ

SLR:

βx = rxθ
sy
sx

; αx = �θx − βx�x; ∋ bθx,SLR = αx + βxx, ð4Þ

where

Sx =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
m

〠
m−1

i=0
x − i − �xð Þ2

s
and �x =

1
m

〠
m−1

i=0
x − ið Þ,

Sθ =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
m

〠
m−1

i=0
θx−i − θx

� �2
,

s

rxθ =
∑m−1

i=0 x − i − �xð Þ θx−i − θx
� �

n − 1ð ÞSxSθ
,

ð5Þ

where bθx,SMA is the estimated θ that best fits for the data

point at x for SMA; bθx,SLR is the estimated θ that best fits
for the data point at x for SLR; rxy is the sample correlation
coefficient between x and θ; Sx is the standard deviation of x;
Sθ= the standard deviation of θ; �θx is the mean value of the
last m data values of θ w.r.t. index x; and �x is the mean value
of the last m data indices.

In this study, we use linear regression method to com-

pute the estimated value, bθx,SLR , which fits best within the
outcomes of sinusoidal functions of last m angles with
respect to data index x. SMA is capable of smoothening
out the spikes, but it is usually slower in approximating the
original data line as compared to SLR. Unlike SMA, the esti-
mated values by SLR often are exaggerated with respect to
the actual values when there are abrupt changes in the orig-
inal data, i.e., predicting a value overshooting the original
data line and sometimes even out of the range of [-1, +1]
that is not valid for sinusoidal functions. Studies found

that a compound-filtering function F = ðbθx,SMA + bθx,SLRÞ/2,
which we call SMALR, is capable of producing a better effect
by taking the average of the estimated values by SMA and
SLR at the same data index x, i.e., faster approximation and
smaller overreaction at the same time. In actual implementa-
tion, F is capped between -1 and +1 if the calculation pro-
duces a value which is outside the range of [-1, +1]. Similar
filtering approach is applied to both λðtÞ and ζðtÞ in our
implementation.

2.3. Microcontroller and Software System. Autodetection and
mobility are the two important features in the design of MST
system. The choice of the microcontroller must not only be
compact in size but also fast enough to perform the required
computation as well as to control the movement of the solar
collector. Among various types of microcontrollers, Rasp-
berry Pi is chosen in our prototype as it fulfills the aforemen-
tioned conditions and equipped with several input/output
pins that can connect to different types of sensors at the
same time through General Purpose Input/Output (GPIO)
ports, SPI ports, and USB ports.

In this work, the GPS sensor and digital compass used in
the prototype are Garmin GLO™ model and OceanServer
OS5000-S 3-Axis Digital Compass, respectively. The Ocean-
Server digital compass is connected to Raspberry Pi via USB
port, which is capable of sending 30 readings per second to
Raspberry Pi at a baud rate of 9600. Meanwhile, the Garmin
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GPS sensor connected via Bluetooth to Raspberry Pi is capa-
ble of sending the current location of prototype, which con-
sists of both local latitude and longitude readings from time
to time. All the connected peripherals (i.e., sensors and
motor drivers that are connected externally to the Raspberry
Pi) are programmed using Python programming language
with its built-in libraries. Since Raspberry Pi does not have
a built-in clock, a RTC (real-time clock) is installed exter-
nally to feed the local clock time and date for computational
algorithm of sun-trajectory angles. After computing the azi-
muth and elevation angles using the general sun-tracking
formula, the control software converts these angles into
pulses and directional signals to actuate the stepper motors.
CCD (charged-coupled device) camera is fixed inside the
mobile sun tracker to capture the solar images for the pur-
pose of sun-tracking accuracy analysis.

2.4. Assembly of CCPC-CPV Module. In the prototype MST
system, an assembly of CCPC-CPV module is applied as
solar collector to harness solar energy. As shown in
Figure 3, the dielectric-filled crossed compound parabolic
concentrator (CCPC) lens is attached to a CPV cell with a
dimension of 1 × 1 cm2 at the exit aperture of the CCPC lens.
CCPC is a type of nonimaging concentrators capable of con-
centrating the incident sunrays with wide acceptance angle
from a large area of entrance aperture to a smaller area of
exit aperture. The detailed study of an assembly of CCPC
lens and CPV module was published in our previous work
[27, 28]. For the half acceptance angle of CCPC of 37.77°,
the CCPC lens can tolerate any pointing error of less than
37.77° or 659mrad occurred to the MST via total internal
reflection in which the incident sunlight can still be fully
received by CPV cell without any optical loss. The CCPC
lens is designed to have the entrance aperture to cover the
full dimension of CPV module embracing CPV cell, bypass
diode, ribbon bond connection, and DBC substrate while
exit aperture size is matched well with the active area of
the multijunction solar cell. The major advantages of CCPC
lens against CCPC reflector are the refraction effect at the
interface of air-glass material increasing the acceptance
angle, and there is no reflection loss in the lens due to the
total internal reflection. Although the control algorithm
intends to keep the sun on track via continuously adjust-

ment, there is a short duration of delay for the MST system
to catch up the accurate tracking position when the vehicle
makes a swift change in its moving direction. Such tempo-
rary off-tracking can lead to sunlight concentrating on com-
ponents beside the solar cell and cause serious burned out.

2.5. System Construction. There are a few constraints needed
to be fulfilled to incorporate the sensors into the system. For
example, the accuracy of digital compass depends on how
much of the changes of the Earth’s magnetic field it can
detect and hence, it is very sensitive to the surroundings con-
ditions that can influence the Earth’s magnetic field. Since
our prototype is an open-loop two-axis solar tracker without
any feedback system via optical encoders, there are two step-
per motors installed to respond to the azimuth and elevation
adjustments. One motor is installed on one side of the
holder along the elevation axis of the solar concentrator for
maneuvering the elevation angle while another motor is con-
nected to the round-spinning plate for maneuvering the azi-
muth angle. Both motors are controlled by Raspberry Pi via
motor drivers in a sequence of one after another. Figure 4
gives the schematic diagram on the overview of hardware
setup of the prototype MST system.

Underneath the solar concentrator mount is a large,
enclosed structure with a dimension of 60 cm ðheightÞ ×
60 cm ðwidthÞ × 76 cm ðlengthÞ to serve as a pedestal for
structural support as well as to provide an enclosed space
for hosting the control system of the MST system. The
main components of control system include Raspberry
Pi, digital compass, GPS sensor, motor drivers, the stepper
motors, and the batteries to support the Raspberry Pi. The
enclosed structure is separated into two parts by an acrylic
board: the upper part of the acrylic board locates azimuth
motor while the lower part of the acrylic board is the con-
trolling panel to keep the main control hardware of the
prototype. The enclosed structure is made of steel frame
except that the bottom plate of the enclosed structure is
made of acrylic board. As indicated in the specification
of the digital compass, it must be located at least 25.4 cm
away from any metal or material that can influence the
surrounding magnetic field. To isolate the digital compass
from any metallic material, the digital compass is placed
straight at the bottom plate (acrylic board) of enclosure

Dielectric
filled CCPC

Solar cell

Heat sink

Dielectric
filled CCPC
Solar cell

Heat sink

Fans

Figure 3: Optical configuration of the assembly of crossed compound parabolic concentrator and concentrator photovoltaic (CCPC-CPV)
module.
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structure so that all the metal structure is more than
25.4 cm away from the digital compass.

For CPV cell, a cooling system is needed to ensure good
heat dissipation. The rise of operating temperature in the
solar cell will reduce its performance. A heat sink is
attached at the bottom of the solar cell, preventing it from
overheated under highly concentrated sunlight. To reduce
the overall temperature inside the solar concentrator frame,
we increase the ventilation by attaching another two fans at
the bottom of the top box portion with opposite-facing
directions. One fan serves as “fan-in” while the other one
serves as “fan-out” to create an internal air circulation
which rapidly brings the heat created by the concentrated
sunlight outside the box.

The motor driver serves as the interface between Rasp-
berry Pi and the stepper motor to keep the motor actuation
simple and straightforward where the Raspberry Pi just has
to send the required pulses to the motor driver to activate
the actuation. Stepper motor is chosen in our implementa-
tion and the commands that motor drivers receive are the
number of steps and the direction of the actuation. There
are two pulse modes for motor drivers: i.e., one-pulse mode
and two-pulse mode in the hardware configuration. For one-
pulse mode, motor driver receives only one pulse, which is
the number of steps to actuate and the actuation is fixed
either clockwise or anticlockwise throughout the entire
usage. For two-pulse mode, motor driver receives two pulses,
one is the number of steps to be actuated and another is the
direction of this current actuation so that motor be actuated
in both directions, i.e., clockwise and anticlockwise.

In our system, the two-pulsed mode is adopted because
the actuation angles can be more than 180° if we use one-
pulse mode. For example, the motor needs to actuate from
0° to 290° in clockwise direction for one-pulse mode that is
very time consuming and too much of time lagging, while
two-pulse mode can allow the actuation to go in anticlock-
wise direction from 360° to 290° with angular movement of
70° only. The improvement might not necessary in station-
ary sun tracker due to the sun position changing slowly in
the sky. However, this improvement is very critical for
MST because the change of mobile platform can be drastic.
For example, updates of azimuth and elevation angles can
be abrupt especially when the mobile platform turns at the
corner of a road and slow actuations will cause the sun-
tracking system falling far behind the exact sun trajectory.

Motor driver only takes step count, so the angle needs to
be converted to steps before it is sent to motor driver by
Raspberry Pi. Depending on the calculated rotational angles,
the pulse direction that the microcontroller sends will be
clockwise if the angle is less than 180° compared to the pre-
vious angle. Contrarily, the pulse direction that the micro-
controller sends will be anticlockwise if the angle is more
than 180°. The resolution of stepper motor used in our pro-
totype is 0.0144° per step. The angle of less than 0.0144° or
single-step size will not be actuated by the control system
as the motor driver can only take integer number of pulses.
To keep the solar concentrator closest to its tracking posi-
tion, the remainders that are not included in the current
and previous actuations will be accumulated into one or
more steps in the next actuation.

Solar
concentrator
frame

Stepper motor

CCPC lens

Solar cell
Heat sink

Azimuth plate

Stepper motor

60 cm

25.4 cm 25.4 cm

Controlling
panel

Azimuth
axis

Fan
Air Air

Top portion

Elevation
axis

Enclosure
structure

Position of
digital compass

Acrylic board

Figure 4: Schematic diagram of the prototype mobile sun-tracking (MST) system.
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2.6. Actuation Modes. In the case of stationary sun-tracking
system, the routine sun-tracking process is a single direction
from morning to evening, making continuous tracking and
actuation activities simple. For MST system, even when the
host vehicle moves on a straight line, the road conditions
are not predictable that may cause the MST being over
responsive towards unnecessary events such as changing of
lanes and passing speed bump or bumpy roads. Even this
short event is a temporary, it maybe overreacted by the con-
trol system and trigger the stepper motors of the sun tracker,

which leads to unnecessary waste of energy. Moreover, the
road condition sometimes may induce a high-frequency
short-pulse signal in digital compass that fluctuates faster
than the MST can respond immediately, and the delay
response of MST can worsen the tracking accuracy, which
reduce the effectiveness in solar energy harvesting. As such,
it is important to understand that the MST system is
designed to track the sun effectively but not to overrespond
to the short event. To devise the sun-tracking operation
more effectively, two different timing control schemes are
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Count tWait

tWait ≤ tL

No

Acquire actual azimuth
angle, 𝛼a and actual
elevation angle, 𝛽a
from the prototype

Extract data from digital compass

Run
filtering algorithm

Get input parameters:
filtered values 𝜙, 𝜆, 𝜁, time,

date, latitude, longitude

Apply general formula of
on-axis sun-tracking

to calculate
current azimuth angle, 𝛼c

and current elevation angle, 𝛽c

Send pulses to drive
azimuth motor with Δ𝛼

and elevation motor with Δ𝛽

|𝛼c - 𝛼a| = Δ𝛼
|𝛽c - 𝛽a| = Δ𝛽

Yes

(a) Time Lapse (TL) mode

Start-up
raspberry Pi

Calibrate
digital compass

Initialize azimuth
actuation (AA) mode

Acquire actual azimuth
angle, 𝛼a and actual
elevation angle, 𝛽a
from the prototype

Extract data from digital compass

Run
filtering algorithm

Get input parameters:
filtered values 𝜙, 𝜆, 𝜁, time,

date, latitude, longitude

Apply general formula of
on-axis sun-tracking

to calculate
current azimuth angle, 𝛼c

and current elevation angle, 𝛽c

 

Send pulses to drive
azimuth motor with Δ𝛼

and elevation motor with Δ𝛽
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|𝛽c - 𝛽a| = Δ𝛽

𝛼TH ≤ Δ𝛼

Compare

Yes

No

(b) Azimuth Actuation (AA) mode

Figure 5: Flow charts for time lapse (TL) and azimuth actuation (AA) modes.
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investigated in our study: time lapse (TL) mode and azimuth
actuation (AA) mode.

In TL mode, the calculations of azimuth and elevation
angles are performed periodically with a cyclic time of tL
and the pulses are subsequently sent to the motor driver at
the end of the cycle by Raspberry Pi. In AA mode, Raspberry
Pi only sends the pulses to the motor driver when the differ-
ence of the latest calculated azimuth angle and current azi-
muth angle is more than the threshold angle, αTH . Both
parameters tL and αTH are variables and can be reconfigured
when the system is booted. Figure 5 shows the differences
between the two algorithms where TL mode is a simple
time-based loop to detect time elapse since last actuation,
whereas AA mode is a condition-based loop to check if
αTH is fulfilled for next actuation.

3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Performance of the Filtering Algorithms. First, the output
of the digital compass is analyzed to ensure that it is capable
of responding to the changes of the direction precisely and
to evaluate the performances of different filtering algorithms.
Field measurement was carried out with the digital compass

in vehicle travelling along a path according to the map as
shown in Figure 6. There were four immediate changes of
directions, approximately including south to west (1⟶ 2),
west to north (2⟶ 3), north to east (3⟶ 4), and east to
south (4⟶ 1). Moreover, there were five speed bumps along
the route, which had caused the sudden change in the output
signal of digital compass. The heading angle or ϕ that shows
the most significant change during the movement of vehicle
is the measured facing direction of digital compass relative to
the north.

Figure 7 shows the plots for the original and filtered
cosine outputs of the heading angle (ϕ) that is measured
by using the digital compass, i.e., cos ðϕÞ, SLR ðcos ðϕÞÞ,
SMA ðcos ðϕÞÞ, and SMALRðcos ðϕÞÞ. The aforementioned
plots consider the MST system travelling a round trip in
the clockwise direction according to the map as illustrated
in Figure 6 in which the beginning point is marked with
the “sun” logo in the Google map. In the plot, SLR-filtering
algorithm (red line) shows exaggerated response to the
change of direction (overshooting problem), where the effect
becomes more severe particularly when the mobile platform
changes direction rapidly. Contrary, SMA-filtering (green
line) algorithm shows a slower response to the change of
direction. In as much as both algorithms can compensate
each other, newly developed compound-filtering algorithm
or SMALR (dotted line) embraces the advantages from both
SLR and SMA algorithms, showing faster and more stable
response towards the change of direction.

Inspecting the responses of the three different algorithms
from one of the straight paths right after turning, SMALR
can catch up the raw data line much faster than both SLR
and SMA lines, meaning that it can stabilize faster as
depicted in Figure 8. Even if the vehicle travelled along a
straight path after a right angle turning, SLR (red) curve
shows overresponse (pink box) with overshoot value and
quickly recover back at 160 seconds by generating some
unwanted noises (yellow circle) and being slow in response
towards the raw data curve (green circle). On the hand,
SMA (green) curve shows a slow response and takes almost
the same time as SLR to approach the final value of 0.2 in
which it has revealed less noise as compared to SLR. Last

Figure 6: Driving path of the digital compass experiment.
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Figure 7: Plots for the original and filtered cosine outputs of the
heading angle (ϕ) measured by the digital compass, i.e., cos ðϕÞ,
SLR ðcos ðϕÞÞ, SMA ðcos ðϕÞÞ, and SMALRðcos ðϕÞÞ, versus time
for the MST system travelling a round trip following the map
illustrated in Figure 6.
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but not the least, the SMALR (black dash) curve reaches the
final value of 0.2 at 155 seconds, which is around 5 seconds
faster than both SLR and SMR. Moreover, the SMALR curve
is the most stable with the least fluctuation among the three
algorithms.

In Figure 9, cos (ζ) reveals a lot of spikes and noises as
the vehicle travelled along the driving path at the moment
from 10 to 70 seconds. In spite of the three algorithms capa-
ble of smoothening out the raw cosine data line, SMALR
(violet) curve can generate relatively stable and the best fit
curve to the raw cosine data for filtering the noises existed
in the pitch angle ζ without any obvious information loss.
In the highlighted brown box as shown in Figure 9, the dig-
ital compass captured a great fluctuation of pitch angle after
the vehicle crossed over a speed bump where three algo-
rithms responded differently. In this case, SLR (red) curve
shows the largest response, which shoot up to 0.37 and then
drop down to 0.24. For SMR (green) curve, it shows a slow
response to the sudden change in angle ζ and information
loss has occurred in the whole mechanism. Finally, SMALR
(violet) curve shows the best response among the three algo-
rithms with the angle increasing to 0.33 and going down to
0.27.

As there is no perfect flat road condition in real practice,
the roll angle, λ, cannot be maintained at 0° at all times
because the MST system tends to be slightly tilted to left or
right sides (superelevation) especially when the vehicle
passes horizontal curve. The four highlighted pink boxes in
Figure 10 mark the abrupt change of angles as soon as the
vehicle changed the moving direction. The lighter pink
boxes show the response of digital compass upon the vehicle
turning with large arc angles, while the darker pink boxes
show the response of digital compass upon the mobile plat-
form turning with small arc angles. In all the four high-
lighted boxes, the compound-filtering SMALR algorithm
(black dash curve) shows faster response as compared to
SMA algorithm (green line) and more stable value as com-
pared to both SLR (red curve) and SMA (green curve). In
general, SMA has slower response with significant lagging
effect that has caused information loss while SLR overreacts
to the changes of direction with significant overshoot as
compared to the raw data from the digital compass.

3.2. Response Time. Next, we conducted a separate experi-
ment to study the response time of the MST on a moving
vehicle whose speed was maintained at 15 km/h. The results
show that response time of MST during the abrupt change of
direction is 7.68 s on average for the case without applying
any filtering algorithms. When SLR and SMA are applied
to filter the noises, the response times become 15.78 s and
18.30 s on average, respectively. In the case of compound fil-
tering, i.e., SMALR, the average response time is 11.9 s on
average. The response time can be affected by the driving
speed upon turning corners, but we know that the driving
speed upon corner turning is usually lower than the driving
speed on the straight road. As a result, it is an advantage as
such slow corner turning allows MST to have abundant time
to close the slow-responding gap.

3.3. Evaluating the Sun-Tracking Accuracy. To analyze the
accuracy of the MST system using novel SMALR-filtering
algorithm, we installed a CCD (charged-coupled device)
camera in the original position of the CPV module to record
the solar images during the operation as shown in Figure 11.
Meanwhile, Figure 12 reveals the top part of solar concentra-
tor frame is placed with sixty-four layers of dark blue cello-
phane papers to prevent the CCD camera from being
overexposed while recording the solar image. A cross string
is placed at the center of the cellophane papers with its inter-
section point serving as the central reference point for the
location of CPV cell for a comparison with the position of
solar image during sun-tracking. If the central point of solar
image perfectly overlaps with the intersection point of the
cross, the sun-tracking system is considered as 100% accu-
rate. During the data collection, the solar image was cap-
tured by the CCD camera with a resolution of 1920 × 1280
pixels.

We have tested two different modes for evaluating the
accuracy of MST system, which are time lapse (TL) mode
and azimuth actuation (AA) mode where the timing to cap-
ture the solar image is based on different control algorithms
as listed in Figure 5. For TL mode, solar image is captured in
the events of two scenarios: a fixed interval time in the mid-
dle of the cycle tL and just after the actuation of the sun-
tracking mechanism. For AA mode, solar image is captured
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in the events of two scenarios: immediately after the process
of acquiring sun position angles and just after the actuation
of the sun-tracking mechanism. After the on-site experiment
was completed, the solar images were extracted from Rasp-
berry Pi and then were analyzed using a specially designed
program to find the central point of the solar image. From
the recorded solar images, we can measure the pointing
error in order to evaluate the accuracy of the MST system.
Figure 13 shows one of the captured solar images by CCD
camera in blue-colored background.

To analyze the pointing error of solar image, a specially
designed Python image-processing program called Self-
Circle Center Coordinate (CCC) finder has been developed.
The program can process the captured solar image in graph-
ical format and returns the coordinates of the solar image

Glass paper layers

Top hat

Protecting
layer

CCD camera

Figure 11: Experiment setup for accuracy measurement experiments.

Cross made with
white strings

Dark blue coloured
glass paper layers

Figure 12: Accuracy measurement experiments replace Fresnel lens with cellophane papers.

Figure 13: A sample of solar image captured by CCD camera with
blue colour background.

Figure 14: Experiment setup to study the pointing error of
prototype mobile sun-tracking system under stationary condition.
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relative to the intersectional point. Before processing the
solar image, we need to find out the pixel coordinates of
the intersection point of the cross in the same image file.
Then, the maximum pointing error of all the solar images
can be determined by the distance between the intersection
point and the central point of the solar image extracted by
CCC. For the calculation of the pointing error, it requires
the distance between the central point of Fresnel lens (the
intersectional point) and the central point of CPV cell
(CCD camera). The pointing error can be calculated like
the example below:

pixel⟶ centimetre,

14:3927 pixels × 0:02449 centimetre = 0:3525 centimetre,

tan γ =
The distance between the solar image and intersectional point

The distance between the central point of Fresnel lens

and the central point of CPV cell

,

tan γ =
0:3525 cm
36:5 cm

,

γ = 9:658mrad:

ð6Þ

In Figure 14, two experiments were conducted to study
the distribution of pointing errors for the MST prototype
without optical encoders as feedback sensors under station-
ary condition. The open-loop sun-tracking system is much
more cost effective and less complicated as compared to
structural closed-loop sun-tracking system. In the open-
loop design, we do not need the expensive optical encoders
and interface to detect the current position of solar collector
after the stepper motor has been instructed to rotate to the
desired position. We implement open-loop system for the
prototype because the stepper motor can provide a reason-
able accurate rotation to the solar collector with 0.0144°

per step via stepping movement. The first experiment was
carried out near solar noon from 1214 h to 1304 h on 13th

April in which the data was collected for every 30 seconds
with the average pointing error of 7mrad and the maximum
pointing error of 18mrad as shown in Figure 15. The second
experiment was conducted for a longer period from 1000h
to 1600 h on 17th May to evaluate the performance of proto-
type thoroughly. Figure 16 shows the result of pointing
errors in which the average pointing error is 8mrad and
the maximum pointing error throughout the day is 25mrad.

To investigate the tracking accuracy of MST prototype in
moving condition, experiments were carried out with the
prototype placed on the deck of a small truck driving at a
constant speed of 30 km/h. There are a few reasons that
the small truck were driving at a constant speed of 30 km/h
in our case study:

(i) The truck was driven in the residential area where
the speed limit is 30 km/h in the location

(ii) Since the test road has many speed bumps along
road, the speed of vehicle cannot be too fast that will
cause a big shock to the solar concentrator system

(iii) Even the speed of truck is further increased to
50 km/h, the response of our system, including the
algorithm (the average response time is 11.9 s) and
drive mechanism, is sufficiently fast to react to the
changes without any significant delay

In Figure 17, the route of the truck was located near our
campus with the starting point marked as “sun” logo in
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Figure 15: Measurement result of pointing error for prototype
mobile sun-tracking system under stationary condition on 13th

April.
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Figure 16: Measurement result of pointing error for prototype
mobile sun-tracking system under stationary condition during the
period from 10 am to 4 pm on 17th May.

Figure 17: Driving path of the small truck at constant speed of
30 km/h for the study of the tracking accuracy of prototype
mobile sun-tracking system under moving condition.
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which the experiments were tested for two different control
modes: TL and AA modes.

Figure 18 shows the picture of MST prototype placed on
the deck during the data collection. For each mode, the truck
went through the same routes twice so that we could collect
sufficient more data for analysis. There are many possible
circumstances that happened beyond our control that had
affected the data collection especially when the truck passed
by shaded areas and in the occasion of the sun being blocked
by the cloud. In the first experiment, TL mode was examined
with interval time, tL, equal to 2 minutes.

Figure 19 depicts the pointing errors for TL mode col-
lected from 1326 h to 1424h with the average value of
127mrad and maximum pointing error of 263mrad. In the
second experiment, AA mode was assessed with the trigger-
ing threshold set as 0.1 degree. Figure 20 shows the pointing
errors for AA mode collected from 1145 h to 1228 h with the

average pointing error of 110mrad (13% better than that of
TL mode) and maximum pointing error of 251mrad, which
is still far below the half acceptance angle of CCPC lens at
659mrad.

In Figure 20, we have identified the pointing errors
caused by the external factor including road condition of
the driving path chosen for the experiment. Blue circles indi-
cate the pointing errors caused by speed bumps in the event
of before and after the MST prototype crossing over the
speed bumps. The pointing errors scatter in the region above
the average pointing error line when the tracker attempted
to readjust the solar concentrator for the new orientations.
The pink rectangular box marks the pointing errors hap-
pened when the truck had changed the direction. All the
aforementioned outliers have obviously caused significant
increase in the average pointing error as compared to the
stationary sun-tracking system.

4. Conclusion

The novel MST system has been proposed and constructed
to implement mobile solar power system on marine vessels,
electric vehicle (EV), and spacecraft. The major challenges of
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Figure 19: Measurement result of pointing error for prototype
mobile sun-tracking system under moving condition using TL
mode with tL = 2minutes.
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Figure 20: Measurement result of pointing error for prototype
mobile sun-tracking system under moving condition using AA
mode with triggering threshold = 0:1 degree.

Figure 18: Experiment setup of prototype mobile sun-tracking
system on a small truck to measure pointing error under moving
condition.
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MST system include continuous change of the geographical
coordinate, the fast change of heading direction, noises of
GPS and digital compass, and optimization of the drive con-
trol timing: TL mode and AA mode. Among the three noise-
filtering algorithms, SMALR is the most stable and the best
fit curve to the raw cosine data for filtering the noises existed
in all the tracking parameters: pitch angle ζ, the roll angle λ,
and heading angle ϕ without any obvious information loss.
For the MST prototype with open-loop control under station-
ary condition, the average pointing error ranges from 7mrad
to 8mrad and the maximum pointing error ranges from
18mrad to 25mrad. For MST prototype on the moving vehi-
cle, the pointing errors for TL mode collected is 127mrad in
the average value and maximum pointing error of 263mrad.
In addition, AA mode has average pointing error of 110mrad
(13% better than that of TL mode) and maximum pointing
error of 251mrad, which is still far below the half acceptance
angle of CCPC lens at 659mrad. Since there is no feedback
sensor to be implemented in this prototype, optical encoders
and CCD camera can be employed in the future work to fur-
ther improve the performance of MST system. Besides the
MST system, the proposed algorithm can also be generalized
for solving the problems in other kinds of control systems that
requires real-time fast response with high-noise signals
received from the sensors.

Nomenclature

F: Compound-filtering function
H: Horizontal axis
m: Moving window size
R: Reference axis
rxθ: The sample correlation coefficient between x and θ
S: Unit vector of the sun relative to the earth
S′: Unit vector of the sun relative to the solar collector
Sθ: The standard deviation of θ
Sx: The standard deviation of x
t: Time
tL: Cyclic time or interval time
tWait: Delay time
V : Vertical axis
x: Explanatory variable
�x: The mean value of the last m data indices.

Greek Symbols

α: Elevation angle
αa: Actual elevation angle
αc: Current elevation angle
αTH : Threshold angle
β: Azimuth angle
βa: Actual azimuth angle
βc: Current azimuth angle
γ: Pointing error
ε: Random error of digital compass
δ: Declination angle
θ: Scalar-dependent variable
�θx : The mean value of the last m data values of θ with

respect to index x

bθx,SLR: The estimated θ that best fits for the data point at x
for SLRbθx,SMA: The estimated θ that best fits for the data point at x
for SMA

λ: Roll angle or side-tilted-driving direction (the rota-
tional angle change on the reference axis R)

ζ: Pitch angle or uphill- and downhill-driving direc-
tion (the tilting angle change on the horizontal axis
H)

ϕ: Yaw angle or the horizontal heading direction
(horizontal direction change on the zenith axis Z)

Φ: Local latitude angle
ω: Hour angle.

Subscripts

a: Actual
c: Current
SLR: Simple linear regression
SMA: Simple moving average
TH: Threshold.

Abbreviations

AA: Azimuth actuation
CCD: Charged-coupled device
CCPC: Crossed compound parabolic concentrator
CPV: Concentrator photovoltaics
EV: Electric vehicle
GPIO: General purpose input/output
GPS: Global positioning system
IRENA: International Renewable Energy Agency
LDR: Light-dependent resistor
mrad: Milliradian
MST: Mobile sun-tracking
RTC: Real-time clock
PV: Photovoltaic
CCC: Circle center coordinate
SMALR: Simple-moving average linear regression
SPI: Serial peripheral interface
TL: Time lapse
USB: Universal serial bus
s: Second
h: Hour.
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